The epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) tunneling phenomenon allows full transmission of waves through a narrow channel even in the presence of a strong geometric mismatch. Here we experimentally demonstrate nonlinear control of the ENZ tunneling by an external field, as well as self-modulation of the transmission resonance due to the incident wave. Using a waveguide section near cut-off frequency as the ENZ system, we introduce a diode with tunable and nonlinear capacitance to demonstrate both of these effects. Our results confirm earlier theoretical ideas on using an ENZ channel for dielectric sensing, and their potential applications for tunable slow-light structures.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most active topics in current electromagnetics research is the study of artificial structures where permittivity ǫ and permeability µ are engineered. This allows them to have values not available in natural materials, or which cannot normally be obtained at the desired operating frequency. A particularly interesting example is materials having a permittivity of zero at some frequency 1, 2, 3 . In such structures the wavelength becomes infinite, and wave propagation over distances much larger than the free space wavelength can be treated as quasi-static. Since this qualitative behavior is still observable even when the complex permittivity is close to but not identically zero, the term epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) has been coined to describe it.
As one interesting application of ENZ materials, it has been shown theoretically that a narrow ENZ channel would support complete transmission of a signal incident from a larger waveguide 4 , despite the large geometric mismatch. This was subsequently demonstrated experimentally in systems where the ENZ response was engineered via a surface pattern 5 , and also using the natural dispersion characteristics of a rectangular waveguide near its cut-off frequency without the use of any composite structure 6 . Using the cut-off waveguide approach, it is straightforward to tailor the center-frequency and bandwidth of this transmission effect by modifying the geometry of the waveguide. It has also been shown that the ENZ tunneling frequency is sensitive to a dielectric cavity included within the waveguide, thus it can be used for sensing 7 . This paper aims to demonstrate experimentally that the tunneling effect can be dynamically controlled by placing a tuning element within the waveguide. This allows for efficient control of the ENZ transmission, with potential applications in tunable slow-light structures. We also demonstrate that the introduction of nonlinearity into the system allows the ENZ resonance to be controlled by the incident wave itself.
II. TUNING THE ENZ TRANSMISSION
The structure under consideration is presented in Fig. 1(a) , where rectangular waveguides of width w and height h feed a signal through a narrow section of width w, height h ch , and length L, which exhibits the ENZ property at microwave frequencies. Since the ENZ tunneling occurs at the cut-off frequency of the fundamental TE 10 mode of the narrow section, the feeding sections of waveguide are made from a material with a higher dielectric constant to ensure that their TE 10 mode is propagating. In Refs. 7,8 an equivalent circuit model was given for the structure, with the feeding waveguides, ENZ channel and dielectric cavity represented by sections of transmission line, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . The reactances at the transition due to the excitation of evanescent higherorder modes 9 have previously been shown to have a negligible effect on the ENZ tunneling. Equation (1) was then derived as the condition for full transmission of an ENZ system including a cavity with a different dielectric constant from the rest of the ENZ channel:
Here ∆ = η
, η and β represent the impedance and wavenumber of each section and s = h ch /h. The subscript ch refers to the ENZ channel, and cav to the dielectric cavity within it, and all relevant dimensions are given in Fig. 1(a) . Equation (1) has one solution associated with ENZ tunneling, and an infinite number of solutions corresponding to the Fabry-Perot resonances along the channel. It can be used to show how the ENZ transmission frequency will change due to a change in dielectric constant of the cavity, which could potentially include the whole length of the ENZ section. This could be used in a sensing configuration where the cavity is filled with some material of unknown dielectric constant, or alternatively for tuning if the dielectric constant can be controlled externally. 
At microwave frequencies, tuning is much more readily achieved using lumped nonlinear components, as illustrated in Fig. 2 (a). This can be regarded as a limiting case of a dielectric inclusion of small cross-section, however it is much more convenient to include the lumped elements into the equivalent circuit model, as shown in We are most interested in capacitive lumped inclusions, however the insertion of a narrow conducting element between the top and bottom of the waveguide will also result in some additional inductance in the equivalent circuit model 9 , due to the excitation of higher-order evanescent modes. Thus we consider here a series inductance L l and capacitance C l with a shunt connection between the transmission line section, noting that the values in the equivalent circuit model also include the effect of parasitics and the excitation of higher-order modes. The resultant expression for complete transmission is:
.
(2) This also has solutions for the ENZ and Fabry-Perot resonances, and generalizes the dielectric sensing and tunability of this structure to include lumped elements. Thus the study of lumped nonlinear inclusions can yield much insight into the broader behavior of nonlinear ENZ systems. It should be noted that the impedance η of a waveguide mode is not uniquely defined 9 , however for consistency with the circuit model of Fig. 2 we are required to use the following definition:
We have confirmed numerically that the introduction of a lumped linear capacitance can be used to tune the frequency of the ENZ response. Figure 3 shows the transmission response with L l = 3.5nH as C l is varied, calculated using our equivalent circuit model. It can be seen that the maximum magnitude of the transmission is not changed, but the resonant frequencies are shifted and the quality factor is increased by the additional capacitance. The electric field within the channel at the ENZ transmission frequency was analyzed in the commercial electromagnetics solver CST Microwave Studio 10 for a channel loaded with a 4pF capacitor. It was found that a phase variation of only 4
• occurred over the length of the channel, which is one third of the free space wavelength. The complete transmission and low phase variation confirm that the essential features of the ENZ coupling have been maintained.
III. EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION OF TUNABILITY
To confirm the tunability, we use an experimental configuration and parameter retrieval procedure similar to that described in Ref. 6 , with L = 99mm, h = 50.8mm and w = 101.6mm. The input and output waveguides consist of PTFE (Teflon) beams covered in conductive tape, fed by a coaxial connector attached to a probe. Smaller probes are placed within these waveguides to measure the amplitudes of the modes propagating inside the waveguide and to find the transmission and reflection parameters of the ENZ channel. The transmission through the system is measured at 1601 frequency points using a network analyzer, and by measuring the amplitude and phase of all the incident and reflected waves within the feeding waveguides, we are able to solve for the scattering parameters of the ENZ channel.
The ENZ channel itself is fabricated from brass sheet and blocks. To introduce a tunable capacitance, we use an SMV1231 varactor diode, with capacitance tunable between 0.45-2.35pF. This is soldered to a small piece of circuit-board introduced into the ENZ channel. As shown in Fig. 2(a) there is a direct electrical connection at one end and a small inductor-capacitor network at the other to allow DC biasing whilst still maintaining a low impedance RF connection to the channel wall. Figure 4 (a) shows the measured transmission as a result of tuning the DC voltage and hence the diode capacitance. The observed frequency shift is similar to that predicted by the equivalent circuit model, as shown in Fig. 3 , although there is as a reduction in the transmission amplitude and quality factor for higher capacitance values. The discrepancy is due to the parasitic capacitance, inductance and resistance of the diode, the inductance due to the interruption in the waveguide, as well as the influence of the circuit board and biasing components. However, it is clearly shown that high transmission can still be achieved for a substantial tuning range, and that for quite reasonable values of voltage the ENZ resonance can effectively be switched on and off by the control signal.
The numerical results obtained from CST Microwave Studio are shown in Fig. 4(b) for comparison, corresponding to the diode capacitance for each voltage in Fig. 4(a) . By adding a parasitic inductance of 3.5nH and a parasitic capacitance of 0.1pF due to the circuit board and biasing circuit, we are able to achieve reasonable agreement with experiments. We note that exact agreement is difficult due to the high sensitivity of the channel resonance to small variations in component values and to minor geometrical imperfections.
The equivalent circuit results presented in Ref. 7 show that the sensitivity of the channel to the dielectric change is independent of the height of the ENZ waveguide section 15 . In contrast, the sensitivity to a lumped capacitance is strongly dependent on the height of the waveguide, since this modifies η ch , but has only a small ef- fect on L l and C l due to evanescent higher-order modes. To demonstrate this effect we have repeated the experimental and numerical results with a another channel, as shown in Fig. 5 . It can be seen that the increase in the channel height improves the tunability of the structure. To achieve agreement with experimental results, the parasitic inductance was changed to 2.6nH, to reflect the necessarily different dimensions of the biasing structure in this experimental configuration.
IV. GROUP VELOCITY
As this structure is strongly resonant and exhibits a high phase velocity, it is clear that it should have a correspondingly low group velocity. Since the ENZ tunneling theory is also applicable in plasmonic systems 11 , a nonlinear ENZ channel coupled to external waveguides could be used as a tunable slow-light structure. In order to demonstrate this effect and to analyze the response of this system to a signal with finite bandwidth, we have calculated the group delay from the experimentally measured transmission. The effective group index, calculated as n g (ω) = cL −1 d dω arg (S 2,1 ), is shown in Fig. 6 . It should be noted that this quantity is calculated for the finite structure rather than an infinite ENZ channel, as discussed in Ref. 4 .
The effective group index can reach 25 for the measured structures, and the maximum delay corresponds to the transmission peak as expected. To put these results in context, we consider the frequency variation of the imaginary part of the input impedance of the system, which closely corresponds to the group delay. At the frequency of ENZ tunneling with no tuning elements, it can be evaluated in closed form as:
where the effective wavenumber k e is given by:
and ǫ out and ǫ ch are the dielectric constants of the media filling the output and ENZ channels, respectively. This suggests that to first order reducing the height h ch of the ENZ section will increase the delay proportionally. This is confirmed by the results in Fig. 6 for the structures without a diode, however the additional losses introduced in the tuned structures complicate the picture somewhat. External control of ENZ tunneling has a great deal of potential to increase the flexibility and utility of the phenomenon. An even more exciting prospect is that the impinging field can self-modulate the ENZ response. A narrow channel containing a nonlinear dielectric material will show an enhanced nonlinear response due to the strong field confinement. The phase uniformity of the transmission offers interesting opportunities for multifrequency nonlinear processes such as harmonic generation and parametric amplification. Since phase matching conditions are highly critical to the efficiency of these processes, the essentially quasi-static nature of the fields at the ENZ frequency should be of great benefit for the required dispersion engineering. Here we show that a nonlinear inclusion made from a pair of oppositely oriented diodes in series exhibits a self-modulation property, and thus serves as a proof-of-concept for nonlinear ENZ tunneling. The principle is equally applicable if the material parameters are based on those of resonant metamaterial composites, with many authors showing that their electric or magnetic resonant frequency can be controlled by an external or incident field (e.g. Refs. 12, 13, 14) . Figure 7 shows the results of this self-tuning effect.
Increasing the incident power has the effect of reducing the effective capacitance of the diode and hence bringing transmission closer to the situation without the diode, consistent with the application of a higher DC bias. It is also clear that we achieve a lower level of tuning in the narrow channel. Again this is consistent with the DC tuning results, however it is difficult to quantify this effect. This is due to our feed structure which does not provide uniform coupling to the waveguide over the whole frequency band, hence the incident power on the ENZ section has strong variation with frequency.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated experimentally that the epsilon-near-zero tunneling effect can be dynamically controlled by introducing a lumped nonlinear element. This allows the frequency of ENZ tunneling to be tuned or suppressed by an external signal, which generalizes previous results showing the sensitivity of the phenomenon to a dielectric change within the cavity. In addition, the nonlinearity of the inclusion allows the response to be modulated by an impinging wave, which combined with the low phase delay across the structure should allow the observation of many interesting nonlinear effects.
